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Perhaps now more than ever, there is a need for quality educational practices to be shared among teachers and parents. Amazing Educational Resources is leading the way to provide a reliable platform for parents and teachers to connect and share valuable information. 
What started as a simple Google document to share educational resources has accelerated into a massive educational platform with a Facebook following of 137 thousand members and counting. 
Nick Hoover, an educational professional at a Dallas elementary school, saw a need for teachers to be able to share resources with one another. The Google document created in March amassed 10 million views in the first month. The platform is growing in popularity and functionality, with new improvements being made regularly. 
With the Covid-19 pandemic shifting many aspects of traditional learning, parents, educators, caretakers, and family members of school-aged children can benefit from this platform. The website is categorized by learning grade level and course description. Topics range from basic elementary teachings to STEM topics and more. 
“This database of resources was created by parents and teachers coming together to share what they had found during a very turbulent time in education.“ Says, Nick Hoover, founder of Amazing Educational Resources. 
The website can be viewed at www.amazingeducationalresources.com. Live conversations can be viewed on the Facebook page, which can be found here: https://www.facebook.com/groups/445786889466638/. Additionally, the platform is on Twitter, which can be found at https://twitter.com/AmazEdResources.  Ultimately, this platform will continue to transform the way educational resources are shared across the world. 
Amazing Educational Resources is a non-profit program through fiscal sponsorship from Humanitarian Social Innovation. Donations are graciously accepted, which, if substantial enough, could allow for operating costs to be covered and the platform to remain free for all users. To be apart of this movement, you can click "Donate Today," in the upper right-hand corner of the website. Your donation will go towards the betterment of learning for generations to come.  ###  

